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ABSTRACT 
IMPORTANCE: Mindfulness-based interventions have proven its efficacy in treating post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD), but the underlying neurobiological mechanism is unknown.  
OBJECTIVE: To determine the neurobiological mechanism of action of mindfulness-based stress reduction 
(MBSR) treating PTSD.  
DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS: Randomized clinical trial of 98 veterans with PTSD recruited at the 
Minneapolis Veterans Affairs Medical Center (MVAHS) from March 2012 to December 2013. Outcomes were 
assessed before and after treatment. Data collection was completed on April 22, 2014. 
INTERVENTION: Participants were randomly assigned to receive MBSR therapy (n = 47), consisting of 9 
sessions (8 weekly 2.5-hour group sessions and a daylong retreat) focused on teaching patients to attend to 
the present moment in a nonjudgmental, accepting manner; or present-centered group therapy (PCGT; n = 
51), an active-control condition consisting of 9 weekly 1.5-hour group sessions focused on current life 
problems.  
MAIN OUTCOMES and MEASURES: PTSD Checklist was used to assess the primary outcome, change in 
PTSD symptom severity at baseline and post-intervention. Secondary outcomes were assessed using brain 
activity measures of electroencephalography (EEG), including spectral power of spontaneous neural oscillatory 
activities during resting and meditation periods, time-frequency power of cognitive task-related brain 
responses, and time-frequency power of heartbeat-evoked brain responses (HEBR) that reflect cardiac 
interoceptive brain responses during resting and meditation.  
RESULTS: Compared to controls, the MBSR group had greater improvements in PTSD symptoms, 
spontaneous EEG alpha (8-13 Hz) power in posterior sites, task-related frontal theta power (4-7 Hz in 140-220 
ms post-stimulus), and frontal theta HEBR (3-5 Hz and 265-328 ms post-R-peak). Latent difference score 
modeling found that only the changes in the frontal theta HEBR mediated the MBSR treatment effect. Brain 
source-level analysis found that the theta HEBR changes in the anterior cingulate cortex, anterior insular 
cortex, and the lateral prefrontal cortex predicted PTSD symptom improvements.  
CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE: These results indicated that mindfulness meditation improves 
spontaneous brain activities reflecting internally oriented relaxation and brain functions of attentional control. 
However, interoceptive brain capacity enhanced by MBSR appears to be the primary cerebral mechanism that 
regulates emotional disturbances and improves anxiety symptoms of PTSD.  
TRIAL REGISTRATION: clinicaltrials.gov Identifier: NCT01548742 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Mindfulness meditation is a mind-body practice that cultivates nonjudgemental attention to present-moment 
experiences, enhances various psychological functions, and reduces stress1–3. Various mindfulness-based 
approaches have been developed for treating chronic pain, depression, and anxiety spectrum disorders4,5. In 
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particular, mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) has been recognized as an alternative intervention for 
severe psychopathology that conventional interventions have shown only limited success, such as post-
traumatic stress disorders (PTSD)6–8. PTSD is a potentially debilitating mental disorder characterized by re-
experience of traumatic events, hyper-arousal, and avoidance symptoms. Recently we demonstrated that 
MBSR had superior efficacy treating PTSD symptoms compared to an active control intervention7. However, 
the precise underlying neurobiological mechanism of action is unknown.  
Mindfulness meditation enhances self-regulation by improving attention-control, emotional regulation, and 
altered self-awareness that is characterized by diminished self-referential thinking and enhanced body 
awareness1. An activation likelihood estimation meta-analysis identified multiple brain regions whose 
structures were consistently altered in meditators across studies9, including those related to attention-control 
(the rostral, lateral, and inferior prefrontal cortex [PFC]), self- and emotion-regulation (anterior cingulate cortex 
[ACC]), and body awareness (the somatosensory cortex and insula). Numerous neurophysiological studies 
also have found various state and trait changes in the brain activities related to meditation10. A systematic 
review of electroencephalography (EEG) studies of mindfulness meditation identified the most consistent 
findings including 1) increases in the theta (3-7 Hz) and alpha (8-13 Hz) frequency spontaneous oscillations 
during resting and meditation that might reflect a mental state of relaxed alertness and 2) attentional cognitive 
task-related brain activity improvements11.  
With heightened recognition of the integral role of interoception in emotional experience, self-regulation, 
decision making, and consciousness12,13, recent studies theorized that beneficial effects of mindfulness 
meditation arise from cultivating interoceptive abilities14–16. Interoception refers to processes by which the body 
senses, interprets, integrates, and regulates signals from within itself, which represents the core component of 
homeostatic processes17,18. Behavioral and neuroimaging studies found that mindfulness meditation 
practitioners had high performance accuracy19 and increased brain responses, especially in insula14 for 
respiratory interoceptive sensation tasks. However, it is unknown if the functional changes in the spontaneous, 
cognitive, and interoceptive brain activities mediate the therapeutic effects of mindfulness meditation.  
To determine the neural mechanism of action of MBSR, we conducted a parallel design mechanistic clinical 
trial in which veterans with PTSD were randomly assigned to 8-week programs of MBSR or an active control 
intervention and assessed for clinical and neurophysiological outcomes.  Spontaneous and task EEG 
recordings were collected with a resting-meditation-resting procedure and an attentional cognitive task. We 
assessed spectral power of the theta and alpha frequency oscillations of the spontaneous EEG and time-
frequency (TF) power of the task-related oscillatory brain responses. Also, we assessed TF-power measures 
of heartbeat-evoked brain responses (HEBR), the most widely used interoceptive brain response 
measurements that are known to reflect interoceptive attention20–22, emotion23–25 and self-related neural 
processes26,27. With EEG measures showing significant MBSR-related changes, we conducted causal 
mediation analyses to test if they mediated the therapeutic effects of MBSR. We hypothesized that MBSR 
would increase HEBR, which would have a significant mediation effect.  
 

METHODS 
Participants, Treatment Conditions, and Procedures  
The institutional review board of MVAHS approved this study. After providing informed consent, participants 
completed an eligibility assessment using a structured clinical interview and self-report measures, including the 
PTSD Checklist28 (PCL) that was the primary clinical outcome. Demographics and the baseline clinical 
characteristics of the participants are summarized in Table 1. MBSR involving body scanning, sitting 
meditation, and mindful yoga practices and present-centered group therapy (PCGT)29,30 were used to control 
for nonspecific therapeutic factors31. Eight-week treatment was delivered in a group format according to 
manualized protocols by 2 instructors/clinicians. We randomized participants approximately every 2 months 
over a 19-month period, for a total of 9 cohorts composed of 1 group each of the 2 conditions. Participants 
completed one-hour EEG recording sessions at baseline and post-intervention. Only cohort 1-8 had EEG 
recordings. The details of the participant recruitment, inclusion/exclusion criteria, treatment conditions, 
procedures of clinical outcome evaluation, randomization, and blinding are described in Polusny et al.7  
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Table 1. Demographic Characteristics and the Baseline Clinical Assessment Scores of the Participants 

Demographic Characteristics Total MBSR (n=47) PCGT (n=51) 
Male 84 38 46 
Female 14 9 5 
Age 59.0 (9.8) 58.6 (10.4) 59.4 (9.3) 
Race    
    White 81 37 44 
    Black 8 3 5 
    Other 4 2 2 
    Mixed 5 5 0 
Baseline clinical assessment scores, 
mean (SD)c 

   

Self-reported PTSD symptom severity 
on the PCL 60.8 (12.0) 62.2 (10.42) 59.6 (13.3) 

Interview-rated PTSD severity on the 
CAPS 65.5 (16.3) 68.1 (15.0) 63.2 (17.2) 

Self-reported depression symptom 
severity on the PHQ-9 15.2 (5.2) 15.3 (4.9) 15.2 (5.4) 

Self-reported somatic symptom 
severity on the PHQ-15 13.5 (4.8) 13.8 (4.3) 13.1 (5.2) 

Note: No significant group difference was observed in any demographic variables and the baseline clinical assessment 
scores. Abbreviations: CAPS, Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale; MBSR, Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction; PCGT, 
Present-Centered Group Therapy; PCL, PTSD Checklist; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire 9; PTSD, posttraumatic 
stress disorder;  
 
Electroencephalography (EEG) and Electrocardiogram (ECG) Recording Procedure 
EEG was recorded using a Biosemi Active Two EEG system (http://www.biosemi.com) with 64 Ag/AGcl 
electrodes aligned with the 10-10 international system. ECG was acquired using two Ag/Agcl electrodes placed 
on the left and right clavicles. EEG and ECG signals were digitized at a 1024 Hz sampling rate and online 
referenced to the BioSemi CMS-DRL (common mode sense-driven right leg) reference32. Each EEG recording 
session began with 4 minutes resting with two sets of alternating one-minute eyes-closed (EC) and one-minute 
eyes-open (EO) resting-state recordings (EC-EO-EC-EO). Then, EEG data was recorded for 10 minutes during 
eyes-closed meditation. To test if resting-state EEG activities were changed after meditation, we also recorded 
another 4 minutes resting (EO-EC-EO-EC) EEG session. PCGT participants were asked to rest with their eyes 
closed (REC) during the meditation period. In baseline EEG sessions prior to MBSR instructions, MBSR 
participants were also asked to rest with their eyes closed during the meditation period. Fatigue and sleepiness 
were checked at each EEG session. Lastly, participants performed a flanker cognitive task33, in which they 
watched a computer screen displaying visual stimuli and were instructed to press a right or left button 
according to the direction of the central arrow regardless of the directions of the flanker arrows.  
EEG and ECG Data Processing 
EEG and ECG data were preprocessed using custom Matlab-based programs, which performed digital filtering 
(pass-band: .5-128 Hz) and downsampling (256 Hz). Resting and meditation EEG recordings were segmented 
into 2-second epochs while flanker task EEG was segmented for 500 ms pre-stimulus and 1500 ms post-
stimulus time-windows. Independent component analysis (ICA) that employed the Fast ICA algorithm34,35 was 
used to remove non-brain signal artifacts from the EEG.  Epochs with atypical artifacts from body or electrode 
movements and muscle contractions were rejected before ICA decomposition of the EEG signals and identified 
through the presence of prominent low (<8 Hz) or high (>25 Hz) frequency artifacts observed on visual 
inspection. Unlike stereotyped artifacts such as eye-blinks or electrical line noises, these noisy time-segments 
indicate non-stereotyped artifacts compromising ICA decomposition36. To obtain an optimal ICA 
decomposition, preventing under- or over-fitting of the EEG data that results in ICs with mixed brain and non-
brain signals, we carried out principal component analysis (PCA)37.  PCA conducted prior to ICA reduced the 
original data dimensionality to its intrinsic dimensions.  The intrinsic dimensionality was estimated by a 
Bayesian model order selection method based on maximum likelihood on the eigenvalues of EEG data38. ICs 
identified as capturing signal artifacts were removed from the EEG data. ICA-denoised EEG was re-referenced 
to the average head.  
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As Park and Blanke39 discussed, there are distinct methodological issues in analyzing HEBR of EEG signals 
time-locked to ECG R-peaks that are largely affected by physiological noise, including cardiac field artifact 
(CFA)40 and pulse artifact41. It is extremely hard to completely remove these cardiac artifacts using any 
denoising technique, including ICA approach22. To prevent any individual differences in HEBR measures 
caused by varying degrees of remaining ECG artifacts due to incomplete decompositions of ECG artifact ICs, 
we did not remove any ICs with ECG artifacts during EEG preprocessing. Instead, we contrasted HEBR 
between the pre- and post-intervention EEG (W9–W0) to quantify the intervention-related HEBR changes that 
were minimally affected by the cardiac artifacts. ECG data was filtered further (low-pass filtering with 45 Hz 
cut-off frequency) to reduce high-frequency noise that could lead to inaccurate detection of ECG R-peaks. R-
peak time-points of ECG data were identified using a custom Matlab-based software that detects ECG R-
peaks based on an amplitude threshold and the velocity of ECG peaks. Every identified R-peak was visually 
inspected, and any erroneous peaks were manually corrected.  
Spontaneous EEG Oscillatory Activities  
Spontaneous oscillatory brain activity during resting and meditation states were quantified using a spectral 
power analysis by applying Fast-Fourier Transforms (FFTs) to two-second epochs tapered with Hamming 
window to resolve frequency spectra for 64 electrodes for each subject. The frequency power (μV2) was log-
transformed to yield rectified distributions close to normal. The trial-level EEG spectra were averaged for the 
first EC resting (Rest-1), meditation (or 10-min REC), the second EC resting (Rest-2), and the entire EC EEG 
recordings to test state-related EEG spectra differences. Given the obviously different EEG spectra between 
EO and EC states42, EO Resting EEG spectra were not analyzed in the current study.  
Flanker Cognitive Task-Related Brain Responses 
EEG time-locked to the visual stimuli onsets were time-frequency (TF) transformed using Cohen’s class TF-
transformation algorithm43 with reduced interference distribution (RID) method that provides uniform time-
frequency resolution44 using a binomial time-frequency distribution (TFD) kernel45.  The cognitive task-related 
EEG oscillatory power TFDs were averaged for the congruent and incongruent directional flanker conditions 
and normalized as percent signal changes using the mean TF-power for each frequency in a pre-stimulus 
baseline time-window (-300 to 0 ms).  
Heartbeat-Evoked Brain Responses (HEBR) 
To measure HEBR, resting and meditation EEG data were segmented from -500 ms to 850 ms relative to R-
peaks. We processed and analyze HEBR to minimize the influences of cardiac filed artifacts and pulse artifacts 
in HEBR measures as Park and Blanke suggested39, focusing on the difference between the pre- and post-
intervention EEG (W8–W0) to quantify the intervention-related HEBR changes. To delineate the time and 
frequency properties of the intervention-related subtle changes in oscillatory HEBR, we computed the TF-
power of EEG time-locked to R-peaks using the methods described above. The heartbeat-related EEG 
oscillatory power TFDs were averaged for resting-1, meditation (or REC), resting-2, and the entire EC 
recordings. To quantify transient oscillatory HEBR changes compared to the pre-R-peak time-window, we 
computed normalized HEBR TFDs as percent signal changes compared to the mean TF-power for each 
frequency within a pre-R-peak baseline time-window (-300 to -100 ms)46. The baseline time-window was 
chosen to avoid 1) possible influence of cardiac artifacts around the ECG Q-R-S peak complex47 whose 
amplitudes and TF-power were somewhat different between the pre- and post-intervention ECG (see Figure 
4A), and 2) possible overlap between the pre-R-peak baseline and the post-R-peak time-windows of interest.  
Statistical Analyses 
For statistical analyses of the spontaneous EEG oscillations, we quantified the mean log power of theta (3-7 
Hz) and alpha (8-13 Hz) frequency of 64-channel EEG in the 3 states (Rest-1, meditation [or REC], and Rest-
2) that have been consistently reported to have meditation-related effects11. To prevent circular inference48, we 
identified the TF-windows showing intervention-related changes in the HEBR and the task-related power TFDs 
in the W8-W0 difference grand average TFDs collapsed across the two groups and the three states or the two 
task conditions. The mean powers of the identified TF-windows in 64 electrodes were computed for the 3 
states or the 2 task conditions for statistical analyses. Using SPSS software version 24.0 (IBM Corp), we 
conducted repeated-measure ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) for each EEG measures with a between-group factor of 
the intervention type (MBSR and PCGT) and 3 within-group factors including time (W0 and W8), states (for the 
spontaneous and HEBR EEG measures: Rest-1, meditation [or REC], and Rest-2) or task conditions (for the 
task EEG measure: congruent and incongruent), and electrodes (64-channels). Hyunh-Feldt correction was 
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used when a sphericity assumption was violated49. Follow-up paired, or independent t-tests were used to 
examine the interaction effects found in the RM-ANOVA.  
To determine the scalp electrodes having significant intervention-related changes, we conducted electrode-
cluster based permutation tests50 using the following steps. First, we identified electrode-clusters as groups of 
3 or more adjacent electrodes with significant time (W8-W0) effects in paired t-tests in each group or those with 
significant group effects in independent t-tests of the W0, W8, or W8-W0 difference EEG measures. Second, 
we permuted time or group 10,000 times and computed the sum of the t-values of the electrode-clusters in the 
corresponding t-tests with each permutation dataset to generate null-hypothesis distributions of the differences 
in the electrode-cluster measures. Third, the statistical significance of the intervention-related EEG measures 
of the electrode-clusters was tested based on the permutation p-values (i.e., proportions of the permutation t-
tests whose absolute t-values exceed the absolute t-values of the original t-tests).  
Mediation Analyses 
To test if changes in the EEG measures mediated the therapeutic effect of MBSR, we conducted mediation 
analyses using latent difference score (LDS) modeling51,52, a specific subtype of longitudinal structural equation 
modeling (SEM). Addressing the auto-regressiveness of the measurements, LDS modeling can estimate latent 
difference scores (i.e., changes in the latent variable) from longitudinal measurements, even with measures 
from only two time points53,. We included three sets of variables in our LDS models, including the predictor of 
the intervention type (X), and the clinical outcome variable of PTSD symptom severity (the sum of PCL score; 
Y), and a mediator of one of the EEG measures (M) showing significant group-by-time interaction effects. The 
mediator EEG measures were quantified as the mean of the EEG measures in the electrode clusters showing 
the group-by-time interaction effects. Using Mplus54 version 8, we estimated the LDS of the outcome and the 
mediator (∆M and ∆Y) and tested the direct effect of X and the indirect (mediation) effect of X through ∆M on Y 
(see Figure 5A). The statistical significance of the effects was determined based on the 95% confidence 
intervals of the path coefficients. The Mplus syntax used in the present mediation analysis is available below.  
Brain Source Imaging of the EEG Measure 
As the frontal theta HEBR changes mediated the therapeutic effect of MBSR, we localized the brain sources of 
the theta HEBR whose changes predicted the PTSD symptom reductions. We used a beam-forming based 
spatial filter technique called dynamic imaging of coherent sources (DICS)55 and Fieldtrip Matlab toolbox56 (see 
eFigure 4 for the procedure). For the forward modeling of the brain source localization, we used the standard 
MNI/ICBM152 brain57 to create finite 
element method (FEM) volume conduction 
model of the head, which models the 
structure and conductivity of five 
compartments of the brain (skin, skull, CSF, 
gray matter, and white matter; conductivity: 
0.43, 0.0024, 1.79, 0.14, and 0.33, 
respectively). The 10-10 international 
system standard montage of the 64-
channel electrodes were fitted to the head 
model. For the inverse modeling of the 64-
channel TF-power measures, we calculated 
the cross-spectral density matrix of the 3-5 
Hz oscillatory activities in 64-channel 
electrodes. We computed neural activity 
indices (NAI)58 of the baseline (-300 to -100 
ms pre-R-peak) and the HEBR time-
windows (265-328 ms post-R-peak) by 
dividing the power estimates by the noise 
estimates. Lastly, the brain maps of the 
baseline-normalized NAI (%Change) were 
calculated for statistical analyses.  

 Figure 1. Finite element method (FEM) Head Model and 64-Channel EEG 
Registered to the Head Model.  
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RESULTS 
Clinical Outcome  
Figure 2 depicts participant flow through the study. All participants had PTSD symptom improvements after 8-
week interventions, but a significant group-by-time interaction was observed (F[1,96]=9.52, p=.003, ƞ2=.090), 
which indicated that there was a greater improvement in PTSD symptoms in the MBSR than the PCGT group 
(mean PCL score improvement: MBSR from 62.2 to 54.4 vs. PCGT from 59.6 to 57.9; mean difference in 
improvement, 5.07; 95% CI: 2.15-9.0; t[87] =2.57; p=.012; d = .624).  
Spontaneous EEG Power 
The theta (3-7 Hz) power of spontaneous EEG recordings had a trend level increase after intervention (time 
effect: F[1,87]=3.25, p=.075, ƞ2=.036), but there was no group difference in the increase (group-by-time effect: 
F[1,87]=1.46, p=.230). Analysis of 
the alpha (8-13 Hz) power across all 
scalp recording sites found a trend 
level group-by-time interaction effect 
(F[1,87]=3.78, p=.055, ƞ2=.042) and 
significant state (F[1,174]=7.75, 
p=.002, ƞ2=.072) and electrode 
(F[63,5481]=150.93, p<10-100, 
ƞ2=.634) effects. Electrode cluster-
based permutation tests to 
investigate effects for select 
recording sites revealed that only 
MBSR group had significant alpha 
power increase in the posterior 
electrode cluster (p=.026, d=.33). 
The group difference in the 
intervention-related alpha power 
change was significant in the right 
posterior electrode cluster (p=.005, 
d=.55). Follow-up analyses of the 
mean alpha power of the posterior 
electrodes showing the group-by-
time interaction effects found that 
each group had similar intervention-
related changes across the 3 states 
(Figure 3C).  
Cognitive Task-Related Brain 
Responses 
Flanker task performances were 
improved in both groups after 
intervention, showing time effects 
in %Correct (F[1,86]=12.99, p=.001, 
ƞ2=.131) and the mean reaction time 
(MRT; F[1,86]=4.29, p=.041, 
ƞ2=.048). However, group-by-time 
interaction effects were not 
significant in both measures 
(%Correct: F[1,86]=1.64, p=.204; 
MRT; F[1,86]=.72, p=.397).  The pre- 
vs. post-intervention difference TFDs 
showed substantial increases in the 
early theta power (4-7 Hz in 140-220 
ms after stimulus onsets) in the  

Figure 2. Flow of Participants Through a Trial of MBSR vs. PCGT for 
Treatment of PTSD. a. Reasons for loss to follow-up are unknown.  
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Figure 3. Intervention-Related Changes in 
Spontaneous EEG Oscillatory Power.  
A. Grand average log spectral power (Mean ± 
95% CI) of spontaneous EEG recordings 
collected from MBSR and PCGT participants at 
the baseline (week-0 [W0]) and post-intervention 
(week-8 [W8]). After intervention, the two groups 
had changes in the theta (3-7 Hz) and alpha (8-
13 Hz) frequency power, which are not clearly 
discernible in the grand average spectral power 
due to the differences varying across electrodes. 
A trend-level theta power increase was observed 
after intervention (time effect: F[1,87]=3.25, 
p=.075, ƞ2=.036), which was not significantly 
different between groups (group-by-time 
interaction effect: F[1,87]=1.46, p=.230; see 
eFigure 1). There was a trend-level group-by-
time interaction effect in alpha power 
(F[1,87]=3.78, p=.055, ƞ2=.042), which was 
characterized by the opposite directional trends 
of the intervention-related changes (increase in 
MBSR vs. decrease in PCGT).  B. Topographical 
distributions of the spontaneous log alpha power 
and the t-statistics of the W8-W0 and MBSR-
PCGT contrasts. Electrode cluster-based 
permutation tests identified post-intervention 
alpha power increases in the centroparietal 
electrode cluster (marked in white circles) in 
MBSR group (p=.026, d=.33). PCGT group had 
some alpha power decrease in the occipital 
electrodes, but no significant electrode cluster (3 
or more adjacent electrodes with significant 
differences) was found. Group differences in the 
W8-W0 contrast of the alpha power (i.e., group-
by-time interaction effects) were significant in the 
right posterior electrode cluster (p=.005, d=.55).  
C. The mean posterior alpha power of the 
electrodes showing the group-by-time interaction 
effects (the white electrodes of the bottom right 
topography) in the 3 states (Mean ± 95% CI). A 
follow-up RM-ANOVA with the W8-W0 difference 
mean posterior alpha power found that state 
(F[2,174]=.26, p=.773) and group-by-state 
effects (F[2,174]=.97, p=.382) were not 
significant, suggesting that each group had the 
similar intervention-related changes across the 3 
states (* indicates a significant difference with 
p<.05). 

 
combined group. RM-ANOVA of the 
theta component found a significant 
group-by-time interaction effect 
(F[1,86]=6.60, p=.012, ƞ2=.071). Only 
MBSR group had a significant increase 
in the theta component in the frontal 

electrode cluster (p<.001, d=.39; Figure 5). The group difference in the intervention-related theta component 
change was significant in the similar frontal electrode cluster (p<.001, d=.54). Follow-up analyses of the mean 
theta power of the frontal electrodes showing the group-by-time interaction effects found that each group had 
similar intervention-related changes between the 2 conditions (Figure 4E).  
HEBR 
Heartbeat-related EEG power TFDs showed strong wide-frequency and 2-7 Hz power increase around the 
ECG R- and T-peaks respectively, indicating large influences of cardiac field artifacts (Figure 5B). In the pre-  
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Figure 4. Intervention-Related 
Changes in the Flanker 
Cognitive Task Performances 
and the Neural Oscillatory 
Responses.  A. Visual stimuli of 
the two conditions (congruent and 
incongruent) that were pseudo-
randomly presented across trials 
(ITI: 1.8-2.2 sec) in the flanker 
task. Participants were required to 
respond by pressing a left or right 
button indicated by the central 
arrow regardless of the directions 
of the flanker arrows.  B. 
Behavioral performance indices 
(Mean ± 95% CI) of %Correct and 
mean reaction time (MRT). Task 
performances were improved after 
intervention regardless of the task 
condition, especially in MBSR 
group. PCGT group had trend-
level improvements in %Correct 
(congruent: t[44]=2.01, p=.051, 
d=.30; incongruent: t[44]=-1.80, 
p=.078, d=.27) but no significant 
changes in MRT, while MBSR 
group had a significant %Correct 
improvements (congruent: 
t[42]=2.74, p=.009, d=.42; 
incongruent: t[42]=3.02, p=.004, 
d=.46) and trend-level reductions 
in MRT (congruent: t[42]=-1.68, 
p<.100, d=-.26; incongruent: 
t[42]=1.96, p=.057, d=-.30).  C. 
The grand average time-frequency 
(TF) power of EEG oscillatory 
activities time-locked to the onset 
of the task stimuli (collapsed 
across the conditions). The TF-
power was normalized using the -
300-0 ms pre-stimulus baseline 
TF-power and quantified as 
the %change relative to the 
baseline. Flanker task-related 
power TFDs were characterized 
by early theta power increases, 
subsequent alpha-beta power 
decreases, and delta power 
increases compared to the pre-
stimulus baseline. The pre- vs. 
post-intervention difference TFD in 
the combined group (bottom row, 
third column) shows a post-
intervention increase in 4-7 Hz 

theta power in 140-220 ms post-stimulus (highlighted by black rectangles). Only MBSR group had increases in the early theta power 
after intervention.  D. Topographical distribution of the early theta-power and the t-statistics of the W8-W0 and MBSR-PCGT contrasts. 
Electrode cluster-based permutation tests found that MBSR group had the early theta-power increase in the frontocentral electrode 
cluster (marked in white circles; p<.001, d=.39), while PCGT group had no significant change in any electrode cluster. The theta power 
group difference was not significant in the baseline, but MBSR group had larger theta power than PCGT group in the frontal electrode 
cluster at post-intervention (p<10-4, d=.67). Group difference in the W8-W0 contrast of the theta power was observed in the similar 
frontal electrode cluster (p<.001, d=.54).  E. The mean frontal theta power of the electrodes showing the group-by-time interaction 
effects (the white electrodes of the bottom right topography) in the 2 conditions (Mean ± 95% CI). A follow-up RM-ANOVA with the W8-
W0 difference mean frontal theta power found that condition (F[2,86]=.17, p=.603) and group-by-condition interaction (F[2,174]=.87, 
p=.355) effects were not significant, suggesting that each group had the similar intervention-related changes between the 2 conditions 
(* and † indicate a significant and a trend-level difference with p<.05 and p<.10, respectively).  
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Figure 5. Intervention-Related 
Changes in the Heartbeat-Evoked 
Brain Responses (HEBR).  
A. Grand average ECG waveforms 
time-locked to the R-peaks 
(collapsed across the 3 states) at 
pre- (W0) and post-intervention 
(W8) in MBSR, PCGT, and the 
combined group, in which P, Q, R, 
S, and T peak components of ECG 
are clearly shown. The W8-W0 
contrast (right) shows substantial 
amplitude differences between the 
pre- and post-intervention ECG in 
the Q-R-S complex period (-100 to 
100 ms), which were highlighted 
with gray shades (see also ECG 
power time-frequency distributions 
in eFigure 2).  B. The grand 
average time-frequency (TF) power 
of EEG oscillatory activities time-
locked to the ECG R-peaks. To 
quantify the heartbeat-related 
transient changes in the oscillatory 
activities, the TF-power was 
normalized using the -300 to -100 
ms pre-R peak period, avoiding 
influences of strong artifacts around 
the Q-R-S complex (-100~100 ms) 
that were substantially different 
between the pre- and post-
intervention ECGs. Large wide-
frequency power increase around 
the R-peak and 2-7 Hz power 
increase around the T-peak in the 
heartbeat-related EEG power TFDs 
indicated strong influences of 
cardiac field artifacts in the HEBR 
measurements. In the combined 
group pre- vs. post-intervention 
difference TFD (bottom row, third 
column) that was minimally affected 
by the cardiac field artifacts, a post-
intervention increase in 3-5 Hz theta 
frequency power was observed in 
265-328 ms post-R peak 
(highlighted by black rectangles). 
Only MBSR group had increases in 
the theta HEBR after intervention.  
C. Topographical distribution of the 
theta HEBR and the t-statistics of 

the W8-W0 and MBSR-PCGT contrasts. HEBR topographies (circumscribed by a dotted rectangle) showed traces of the ECG T-peak 
component that was temporally adjacent to the theta HEBR and strongest in the marginal areas of the right fronto-temporal and the left 
occipito-temporal sites. The W8-W0 contrasts found that only MBSR group had significant theta HEBR increases in the frontal electrode 
cluster (marked in white circles; p<.001, d=.46), while PCGT had no significant changes. Group difference analyses found that the theta 
HEBR tended to be smaller in MBSR than in PCGT group at baseline, but no electrode cluster was found to be significant. After 
intervention, however, the theta HEBR was larger in MBSR than in PCGT group in the frontal electrode cluster (p=.002, d=.57). Group 
difference in the W8-W0 contrast of the theta HEBR was observed in the similar frontal electrode cluster (p<.001, d=.61).  D. The mean 
frontal theta HEBR of the electrodes showing the group-by-time interaction effects (the white electrodes of the bottom right topography) 
in the 3 states (Mean ± 95% CI). A follow-up RM-ANOVA with the W8-W0 difference mean frontal theta HEBR power found a trend-
level state effect (F[2,140]=2.84, p=.062, ƞ2=.039) and an insignificant group-by-state interaction effect (F[2,140]=.60, p=.551), 
suggesting that the intervention-related frontal theta HEBR changes were different between the states. Follow-up t-tests found that 
MBSR group had a significant and a trend-level increase of the frontal theta HEBR in Meditation (t[36]=3.42, p=.002, d=.56) and Rest-2 
(t[36]=1.79, p=.081, d=.30) respectively, but not in Rest-1 (t[36]=.36, p=.721, d=.06). Also, the post-intervention theta HEBR was 
significantly larger in Meditation than in Rest-1 (t[36]=2.44, p=.020, d=.41). In contrast, PCGT group had no significant differences in 
any state and time contrasts. These results suggest that the MBSR-related frontal theta HEBR increase was state-dependent.  
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vs. post-intervention difference TFDs that were minimally affected by ECG artifacts, substantial TF-power 
increase was observed in 3-5 Hz and 265-328 ms after R-peak in the combined group. RM-ANOVA of the 
theta HEBR found significant group-by-time interaction (F[1,70]=4.16, p=.045, ƞ2=.056), group-by-electrode 
interaction (F[63, 363.1]=2.36, p=.038, ƞ2=.033), and state-by-electrode interaction (F[126, 2560.1]=2.04, 
p<.001, ƞ2=.028) effects. Only MBSR group had a significant increase in the theta HEBR in the frontal 
electrode cluster (p<.001, d=.46). The group differences in the intervention-related theta HEBR changes were 
significant in the similar frontal electrode cluster (p<.001, d=.61; Figure 5C). A follow-up RM-ANOVA with the 
post-pre intervention differences in the mean theta HEBR of the frontal electrodes found a trend-level state 
effect (F[2,140]=2.84, p=.062, ƞ2=.039).  Follow-up t-tests found that unlike PCGT group having no differences 
in any time and state contrasts, MBSR group had a significant and a trend-level increase of the theta HEBR in 
Meditation (t[36]=3.42, p=.002, d=.56) and Rest-2 (t[36]=1.79, p=.081, d=.30) respectively, but not in Rest-1 
(t[36]=.36, p=.721, d=.06). Also, the post-intervention theta HEBR was significantly larger in Meditation than in 
Rest-1 (t[36]=2.44, p=.020, d=.41; Figure 5D).  
Causal Mediation Effects of the EEG Measures 
The LDS models included mediators of the EEG measures that were quantified as the mean of the electrode 
clusters showing the significant group-by-time interaction effects. We found that the posterior alpha power 
(indirect path coefficient [a*b]=.016; 95% CI: -.024 to .075) and the task-related frontal theta response 
(a*b=-.029; 95% CI: -.091 to .024) had no significant mediation effect. However, the frontal theta HEBR during 
meditation had a significant mediation effect (a*b=-.040; 95% CI: -.092 to -.005; Figure 6A). Also, the direct 
effect of treatment type on the latent variable of PTSD symptom change was significant in the LDS model 
without the HEBR mediator (c=-.171; 95% CI: -.317 to -.033) but became insignificant after including the 
mediator in the model (c’=-.12; 95% CI: -.278 to.022). These results indicated that MBSR reduced PTSD 
symptom severity through improving the frontal theta HEBR.  
Brain Sources of the Theta HEBR Changes Predicting PTSD Symptom Improvements 
Nonparametric Spearman correlation analysis identified three cortical regions, whose estimated theta HEBR 
increases predicted the PTSD symptom improvements measured by PCL-sum score (Figure 6B), including the 
left ventral anterior cingulate cortex (L-vACC [MNI coordinates: -6,32, -12]: ρ=-.50, p<.10-5), the right anterior 
insular cortex and claustrum (R-AIC/Cl [33,11,4]: ρ=-.39, p<.001), and the right lateral prefrontal cortex (R-
LPFC [41,42,21]: ρ=-.50, p<.10-5).  
 

DISCUSSION 
Consistent with the literature and our hypothesis, we found that 8-week MBSR intervention improved the three 
neural activity measures of interest while the control intervention did not. First, MBSR increased posterior 
alpha power across the three states spontaneous EEG. Second, MBSR improved Flanker task performances 
and increased the task-related frontal theta responses regardless of the task conditions. Third, the frontal theta 
HEBR was increased in MBSR group especially during meditation and the resting after meditation (Rest-2). 
The LDS modeling based mediation analyses found that only the frontal theta HEBR significantly mediated the 
therapeutic effect of MBSR. The brain source level analysis identified that the theta HEBR increases in the L-
vACC, R-AIC/Cl, and R-mPFC predicted the PTSD symptom reductions.  
Spontaneous EEG Alpha Power 
The intervention-related alpha power increase was observed only in MBSR group, but theta power increase 
was observed in both groups. Therefore, alpha but not theta frequency spontaneous brain activity increase 
was MBSR-specific. Drowsiness that increases delta~theta activities could affect the results, but the 
fatigue/drowsiness ratings were not significantly different between the pre- and post-intervention EEG sessions 
and between groups (eTable 2). Although there are debates on the functional significance of alpha oscillations, 
meditation-related alpha activity increase might reflect relaxed mental states with internally oriented attention59 
or enhanced somatosensory attention (body scanning and observing breathing sensations) that filters external 
sensory input60. Multiple EEG studies observed larger alpha power in meditation than in resting states61–64. 
However, the findings came from cross-sectional studies with long-term practitioners or novice participants 
instructed to practice simple meditative activity (e.g., breath counting), not reflecting meditation-related 
improvements from baseline. The present longitudinal study found that MBSR group had similar alpha power 
increases across the three states, suggest that the effect reflects trait changes rather than meditation state- 
specific changes.  
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Figure 6. Mediation Analyses and Brain 
Sources Whose HEBR Predicted PTSD 
Symptom Reductions.  A. Mediation analyses 
using latent difference score (LDS) modeling that 
tested if the heartbeat-related theta response 
(HEBR) mediated the therapeutic effect of MBSR 
(left: the LDS model path diagram with the path 
coefficients and their 95% confidence intervals in 
the brackets; right: the descriptions of the 
variables and the direct and indirect effects in the 
models). The indirect path coefficient was 
significant (a*b=-.040; 95% CI: -.092 to -.005), 
which represents the indirect effect of treatment-
type (X) influencing the changes in the latent 
variable of PTSD symptom (∆Y) through the 
changes in the latent variable of the frontal theta 
HEBR (∆M). Also, the direct path coefficient from X 
to ∆Y was significant only in the LDS model 
without the theta HEBR mediator, suggesting the 
causal mediation effect of the theta HEBR change 
through which MBSR intervention exerted its 
therapeutic effect. The results of the LDS 
modeling with the other EEG mediators (the 
spontaneous alpha power and the task-related 
theta response) are summarized in eTable 3. The 
M-plus scripts of the LDS modeling are also 
available in eAppendix.  B. Brain sources whose 
theta HEBR changes predicted PTSD symptom 
reductions. We conducted beamforming-based 
dynamic imaging of coherent sources (DICS)55 
analysis using Fieldtrip Matlab toolbox56 to 
estimate oscillatory brain source activities of the 
theta HEBR (see the details in eAppendix). We 
conducted non-parametric Spearman correlation 
analyses between the post-intervention minus 
baseline difference (W8-W0) of PCL sum score 
and the W8-W0 difference of the theta HEBR 
power estimates in the standard MNI space. 
Significant negative correlations were observed, 
especially in the 3 brain regions; the left ventral 
anterior cingulate cortex (L-vACC [MNI 
coordinate: -6,32,-12]: ρ=-.50, p<.10-5), the right 
anterior insular cortex and the claustrum (R-
AIC/Cl [33,11,4]: ρ=-.39, p<.001), and the right 
lateral prefrontal cortex (R-LPFC [41,42,21]: 
ρ=-.50, p<.10-5). As shown in the scatter plots, 
both groups had similar negative correlations. 
These results indicated that the theta HEBR 
increases in the brain regions related to 
interoception and attentional control predicted 
PTSD symptom reductions.  

 
Cognitive Task-Related Theta Responses 
MBSR tended to improve the task performances more than PCGT given that MBSR group had significant and 
trend level improvements in %Correct and MRT respectively for the both task conditions, while PCGT group 
had only a trend level %Correct improvements for congruent trials. Consistently, MBSR significantly increased 
the task-related frontal theta oscillatory power regardless of the task conditions, while PCGT group had slight 
reductions in the theta component for incongruent trials. EEG and MEG studies have identified flanker task-
related frontal theta responses that reflect top-down attentional control processes of ACC and lateral PFC for 
resolving response conflicts33,65. Although previous cross-sectional studies found long-term mindfulness 
meditators had higher performance accuracy66–68 and larger frontal theta neural synchrony in flanker-type tasks 
than non-meditators68, to our knowledge, the current findings represent the first longitudinal demonstrations 
that mindfulness meditation enhances top-down neural processes for attention-control.  
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Theta HEBR  
HEBR has been mostly studied in time-domain (i.e., heartbeat-evoked potential [HEP]), and studies using 
electrocorticogram (ECoG) that is minimally affected by cardiac field artifacts found phasic HEP response 
around 300 ms after ECG R-peaks in the somatosensory cortex41 and insula69 during resting state. Also, Park 
et al identified the strongest R-peak related TF neural oscillatory synchrony of ECoG in 4-7 Hz around 200 ms 
post R-peaks especially in the insula69. As studies have shown that bodily self-consciousness is associated 
with the HEP amplitude around 300 ms after the ECG R-peak over fronto-central regions27,69, our findings of 
the MBSR-related increase in the frontal theta HEBR (3-5 Hz, 265-328 ms post-R-peak) might represent 
enhanced cerebral interoceptive functions promoting bodily awareness. MBSR includes practices attending to 
the present-moment bodily sensations (body scanning, mindful observation of breathing, and yoga), which 
appear to improve the brain’s general interoceptive capacity responding to subtle internal bodily sensations like 
heartbeats. MBSR group had the significant frontal theta HEBR increase during Meditation but not in Rest-1, 
suggesting that the interoceptive brain response increase was Meditation state-dependent. Given the trend-
level increase of the HEBR observed in Rest-2, the interoceptive meditation effect appears to be sustained for 
a while in a somewhat diminished degree. Importantly, cardiac parameters including heart rate and heart rate 
variability (eTable 2), ECG amplitude (Figure 5A), and the original and normalized TF-power of ECG signals 
(eFigure 2) in the theta HEBR TF-window were not different between pre- and post-intervention and between 
groups. Therefore, the HEBR changes were not driven by ECG parameters and artifacts.  
It is noteworthy that the insula activation was the most consistent finding in not only a meta-analysis of fMRI 
studies of cardiac interoceptive attention70, but also systematic review of longitudinal fMRI studies of 
meditation71. Also, a recent fMRI study using a task employing interoceptive attention toward breathing rhythm 
found that the right AIC played the central role in respiratory interoceptive attention72. A supplementary region-
of-interest (ROI) analysis using the MNI coordinate of AIC [28,28,0]72 found a significant group-by-time 
interaction effect of the AIC theta HEBR (F[1,70]=2.31, p=.021, ƞ2=.074), indicating that only MBSR group had 
significant increase in the AIC theta HEBR (t[36]=2.40, p=.022; d=.39, eFigure 3). These results suggest that 
MBSR improved the cerebral interoceptive functions especially in the AIC.  
Causal Mediation Effects of the Frontal Theta HEBR 
The frontal theta HEBR increase had a significant causal mediation effect in the LDS model, demonstrating 
that MBSR exerted its therapeutic effects through improvements in interoceptive brain mechanisms. 
Supplementary mediation analyses for the 3 sub-symptoms of PTSD found that the HEBR had mediation 
effects, especially for re-experiencing symptoms (eTable 4). The brain source-level correlational analysis 
indicated that the improvements in PTSD symptoms were predicted by the theta HEBR increases in ACC and 
AIC that are known as the brain sources of HEBR39 and LPFC that plays the central role in attention-
control73,74. Given the fMRI finding that in-the-moment re-experiencing symptoms of PTSD were associated 
with abnormal activations in insula, ACC, and inferior PFC75, mindfulness meditation promoting interoceptive 
attention to present-moment might normalize the dysregulated interoceptive and prefrontal functions and 
improve intrusion symptoms associated with trauma. Given the significant MBSR-related increases but non-
significant mediation effects of the spontaneous alpha power and the attentional task-related theta responses, 
they might reflect beneficial effects of MBSR that did not critically contribute to the therapeutic effect of MBSR.  
Translational and Clinical Implications and Caveats  
PTSD symptoms are associated with over-reactivity of the sympathetic nervous system76,77 and failures of the 
central nervous system (CNS) in regulating the autonomic nervous system (ANS)78–80. The efficacy of 
mindfulness meditation in regulating ANS and improving ANS-CNS interactions81 might primarily originate from 
practicing the present-moment attention to internal bodily sensations that enhance interoceptive brain function, 
which appears to be the essential therapeutic mechanism of MBSR. This implies the possibility of optimizing 
the current practices of meditative interventions for various stress-related mental disorders by maximizing the 
efficacy to improve the cerebral interoceptive mechanism.  
Some limitations of this study should be noted. First, although participants in the two intervention groups were 
not significantly different in any demographic variables and clinical and EEG measures at baseline, we cannot 
rule out that some confounding factors not included in the mediation analyses might partially influence the 
results. Second, due to the limited number of daily treatment adherence measurements, we were unable to 
assess the relationship between the homework MBSR practice hours and the changes in the clinical and EEG 
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measures. Third, given the limited spatial resolution of the present source localization method, we cannot 
conclude that the theta HEBR is increased in exactly the same region of the cortex of the response.  
 

CONCLUSIONS 
Although mindfulness meditation had multiple beneficial effects on the brain functions, the cerebral 
interoceptive function was found to be the core therapeutic mechanism of MBSR, which appears to improve 
the homeostatic CNS-ANS interactions and emotional regulation that are disturbed in people with PTSD.  
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